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In Brazil’s volatile context of hosting the World Cup and Olympics, economic
crisis, and neo-fascist politics, a brass band movement in Rio de Janeiro that originated in the
street carnival revival at the turn of the millennium has dedicated itself to providing musical
support at street protests, adapting carnivalesque repertoires to “musical repertoires of contention.” In critiquing the predominant focus on lyrics, I examine instrumental protest, or how
sound mobilizes protest in the public spaces of a neoliberal global city. I argue that public festivity is a generative force for political mobilization and that understanding the cultural politics
of carnival involves exploring how it resonates beyond the season.
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R E S U M O : No contexto volátil do Brasil, como sede de megaeventos esportivos, com crise
econômica e política fascista, o movimento carioca de fanfarras, originado da revitalização
do carnaval de rua na virada do milênio, tem sido orientado para mobilizar protestos de rua,
adaptando os repertórios carnavalescos aos “repertórios musicais de contenção”. Criticando
o foco predominante nas letras, examino “protesto instrumental”, ou seja, como o som mobiliza protestos nos espaços públicos de uma cidade neoliberal globalizada. Eu argumento que
a compreensão da política cultural do carnaval envolve explorar como os repertrios de carnaval rassoam além do período dedicado à festividade.
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There was a good bit of discussion about what songs we should play
[at the 2013 protests], because if you play too much carnival [music]
it creates too much of a party. There were lots of carnival songs that
were reprised with changed words to create political slogans. But once
I launched into “Carinhoso,” and the shaker player told me “quiet, we
can’t play that!”
—Clément Mombereau1
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As trombonist Clément Mombereau observes in the epigraph to this article, musicians playing in Rio de Janeiro during the momentous Brazilian protests of June 2013 adapted the musical repertoires of carnival, often
changing the words to themes of protest in order to suit more militant occasions. Mombereau also relates that there was a concern with restraining
carnivalesque elements in a city well accustomed to large, festive crowds in
the streets. In this case, Pixinguinha’s “Carinhoso” (1918), a classic choro
love song commonly played by the brass band community in Rio’s carnival,2 was considered by some to be inappropriate during the intense protests criticizing the governing Workers Party for having prioritized the
demands of the World Cup in 2014 and the Olympics in 2016 over the
party’s own leftist agenda. Nevertheless, the story of trumpeter Leo Adler
shows that “Carinhoso” might not be amiss in the midst of a protest. Adler
relates a moment in a June 2013 protest: “The police arrived unnecessarily,
rather brutish and ignorant. They took my ID . . . and it came into my head
this idea of playing ‘Carinhoso,’ which is a love song. . . . The police left
looking ashamed.”3 On another occasion, Mombereau played “Carinhoso”
for the police at five in the morning at the end of a long procession shortly
after the 2016 carnival, to which the police responded with gas bombs to
disperse the crowd.4
These three stories of “Carinhoso” used in protests and conflicts with
the police show that musicians strategize, sometimes unsuccessfully,
about the roles and effectiveness of particular songs in spaces of confrontation. Although it is often important for protest musicians to emphasize
the distinction between a street protest and a street party, these cases show
that the appropriateness of certain festive songs in contested spaces may
vary substantially. “Carinhoso,” a slow love song, might be used to pacify a situation in an intense confrontation with the police, but if the desired effect is militancy, it may not be the favored choice. In another case,
the police might hear it as mocking and an invitation for attack. Evoking the strategic possibilities for militant uses of brass and drum instruments, trumpeter Leo Adler hopes for Rio’s brass musicians to gain “the
consciousness that an instrument is a weapon. Music has the capacity to
change the dynamic of whatever social space.”5
Although carnival repertoires and practices are widely celebrated as
subversive, here I argue that carnival is not necessarily subversive in itself but may be so only when put to particular subversive uses. Why, then,
have carnival repertoires and practices gained prominence as modes of resistance in contemporary Rio de Janeiro? What can this adoption tell us
about modes of ludic and political expression in periods of sustained political and social crisis? More broadly, how might the repurposing of carnivalesque repertoires to political scenarios change our understanding of
the concept of repertoire itself?
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Social movement scholar Charles Tilly (2010) has used the term repertoire of contention to refer to a given set of protest tools available to social
movement actors. But despite the musical resonance of the term repertoire,
the musical choices of protestors have rarely been interpreted as repertoires of contention by scholars of music or social movements. I expand on
Tilly’s concept by examining the strategic musical choices of Rio’s brass
band community in the context of public street protests, what I call musical repertoires of contention. More broadly, I build on Diana Taylor’s (2003,
20) notion of repertoire as comprising enactments of “embodied memory:
performances, gestures, orality, movement, dance, singing—in short, all
those acts usually thought of as ephemeral, nonreproducible knowledge.”
Taylor’s conception of repertoire moves past a functionalist understanding of repertoire in which, for example, “carnival repertoires” are designated as such by their uses in carnival and “political repertoires” for their
uses in protest. Rather, Taylor considers a repertoire as constituting embodied knowledge enacted in a variety of “scenarios,” just as “Carinhoso”
is sounded in a variety of carnivalesque and protest scenes with changing meanings in each performance. It is the divergent uses of street musicians’ repertoires between the scenarios of carnival and protest that
interest me here.
In this article, I show how musical repertoires circulate between carnival and street protests and back again, complicating barriers between
what we think of as the festive and the political. I explore the political engagements of two brass bands and the distinction between “participatory”
and “presentational” modes of protest in relation to the musical repertoires
chosen, as well as “spontaneous” protest repertoires that are played “on the
spot” (Turino 2008; Manabe 2015). I then examine the roles of these musical actions in consolidating this street-based instrumental musical community of brass ensembles as a self-defined “activist” movement in the
context of Brazil’s volatile political climate. Indeed, since the major protests of 2013 that Mombereau described, Brazil has seen the hosting of the
World Cup and Olympics, economic crisis, impeachment against Workers Party president Dilma Rousseff in 2016, the imprisonment of former
Workers Party president Lula da Silva in 2018, and the election of the farright Jair Bolsonaro to the presidency in 2018.
I suggest that an examination of musical protest in relation to the sonic
force of instrumental ensembles and their strategic musical choices enriches the ways we might understand music to express political power. In
neoliberal urban contexts, in which notions of the urban public are being
eroded through a refashioning of city space in favor of global private interests, these ensembles sonically militate through the repertoires of carnival in urban public spaces for a more democratic and public city, and they
provide tools for political mobilization. Furthermore, analyzing m
 usical
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protest from the perspective of repertoires and their circulation between
festive and political scenarios requires a less functionalist model of music in social movements than has generally been proposed (Eyerman and
Jamison 1998; Roy 2010), in which social movements “mobilize” music as
a resource for political ends. In what I call socio-musical movements, public festivity may be a generative force for social and political mobilization,
complicating any useful distinction between festive and political repertoires. Rather, I examine these repertoires in view of their strategic ends.
This article, then, presents an intervention on the debate over the politics of carnival, which has long engaged the question of carnival’s capacity
to transform political and social power relations, historically toggling between resistance theory (Bakhtin [1941] 1984) and the safety-valve theory
(Grindon and Eagleton 2007). Other scholars have shown that carnival is
a site contested by many different actors with no universal meanings (e.g.,
Guilbault 2007). Roberto DaMatta ([1979] 1991) and others have shown the
illusory nature of the festivity’s mythic production of collective effervescence (Durkheim 1915) and communitas (Turner 1969) by illustrating how
various forms of social conflict are woven into the festivity. Similarly, this
article critiques the notion that carnival has any inherent meaning, but it
goes further in maintaining that carnival’s political meaning in particular
scenarios can be derived only through ethnographic engagement with the
local theorizing of carnivalesque and political actors themselves.
This research is based on my experience as a trumpeter and ethnographer who has played in many carnival ensembles, brass bands, and street
protests in Brazil and the United States. During eighteen months of fieldwork in Rio since 2013, and especially between the 2014 World Cup and
the 2016 Olympics, I was deeply immersed in the city’s carnival brass
band community that was coming to assert and theorize itself as an activist musical movement. I played especially with the band Bagunço, whose
members were particularly active in the protest movements, and I accompanied the band as a trumpet player on a six-week tour to France, where
I deepened many of these conversations. I also played in the bands explored in this article, including Os Siderais, BlocAto do Nada, and Ocupa
Carnaval. Much of the material for this article relies on this participant
observation in the streets of Rio as I accompanied these and other bands
at carnival events and protests, as well as recorded interviews that pre
sent musicians’ own reflections on the tangible political efficacies of carnivalesque sounds. This article weaves together their voices with my own
experience to account for musicians’ experiences in Rio de Janeiro of major national events on the ground at a critical period in recent Brazilian
history. Despite the volatile political context of this research, I have chosen not to anonymize most of my informants, following their own wishes.
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Neofanfarrismo
Known as neofanfarrismo, or “neo-brass-bandism,” Rio’s brass band movement consists of an ever-expanding scene of “countercultural” brass and
percussion bands that evolved from the revival at the turn of the millennium of “street carnival” (carnaval de rua). Street carnival refers not to the
famous samba school parades but to the free musical manifestations in
the city’s streets and other public spaces (Herschmann 2013). The musicians who take part in this movement represent a wide range of musical ability, from full-time professionals to serious amateurs and novice
musicians, who have sought out the movement to take part in Rio’s vibrant cultural life. This participatory movement integrates all musical levels in a variety of ensembles that play in carnival and throughout the year.
Although in general the movement is multiracial, participants trend toward the whiter and more privileged end of the Brazilian racial-class spectrum. However, they often participate in musical and political movements
with Afro-Brazilians and those most marginalized by urban capitalism,
and they aim for an increasingly diverse musical movement. They often
choose musical repertoires that will best animate the struggles of the populations they support.
In Brazil, the term fanfarra, on which the neologism neofanfarrismo is
based, is associated with “traditional” civic bands of small cities in the Brazilian interior, which themselves are descended from military bands (Reily
2013). By affixing a neo prefix and an ismo suffix, neofanfarristas assert that
their community of neofanfarrismo constitutes a movement with a novel
take on the fanfarra tradition that has expanded the musical repertoires
of traditional Brazilian fanfarras. According to trombonist Juliano Pires,
neofanfarrismo is also a critique of the fanfarrão, or the politically “alienated” partier who is unconcerned with social and political issues, in favor
of the neofanfarrão, or the politically and socially engaged brass musician.6
It is important, however, for neofanfarristas to stress that their movement
emerged not from traditional Brazilian fanfarras but from Rio’s carnival
traditions and their “revolutionary” potential.
Rio de Janeiro’s carnival is best known for the world-famous samba
school parades that, though initially persecuted, have been officially supported since the 1930s as emblems of national identity. Rio’s carnival earlier in the twentieth century, however, offered a much broader diversity
of musical ensembles, including brass. Many of these traditions declined
during the military dictatorship (1964–1985), when public gatherings were
repressed. In 1984, the construction of the Sambódromo created a sanctioned, privatized spectator parade route for the samba schools, further cementing their image as the “official,” sanctioned carnival expression. The
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Celebrations after Orquesta Voadora’s carnival performance.
February 9, 2016. Photo by author.

contemporary street carnival revival encompasses the growth since the
late 1980s of diverse musical ensembles, including carnival brass ensembles, which are often highly participatory. These mobilize mass crowds in
Rio’s public spaces and present an alternative carnival to that of the samba
schools. There are many different kinds of blocos—or highly participatory
mobile street music organizations—with a diversity of instrumentation,
but my focus is on brass and drum blocos, which I call “brass blocos.” In
carnival, these mass musical events can mobilize up to four hundred musicians who play for a hundred thousand people in the streets (fig. 1).
In the mid-2000s, this community of brass blocos, previously restricted
to carnival and its “traditional” musical repertoires of samba and carnival marches, gradually transformed into a socio-musical movement that
broadly considers itself activist, plays throughout the year, and has drawn
on a much more diverse range of musical genres. The repertoire includes
Afro-diasporic music—such as Afrobeat, the sample-based funk carioca,7
and New Orleans brass music—as well as other international repertoires,
including Balkan brass and international pop music (Snyder 2019a). Increasingly, the instrumental force of these ensembles has been mobilized
in support of political struggles.
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Instrumental Protest
When instrumental musicians use music strategically to achieve an explicit political change and confront hegemonic regimes, they engage in
what I call instrumental protest. I use this term not only to call attention
to the particular musical efficacies of instrumental ensembles but also to
evaluate their instrumentality in activating and pushing forward political
struggles. Relatively little attention has been paid to the workings of music
in acts of protest or the instrumental ensemble as an agent of protest (e.g.,
McKay 2007; Manabe 2015; Abe 2017). Public protests are moments of confrontation and contestation in which the senses of belonging and control
of urban space that loud, mobile, instrumental ensembles can transform
are paramount. Trombonist Juliano Pires likens the tactical roles of a brass
band to other groups that organize to enable the success of a protest: “In
protests, there are various groups that help in the street: the groups overseeing the security of the people, the activist media, the lawyers, the Red
Cross, and the street artists who do the ludic part. Each one has a function
of protecting the people.”8
Academic considerations of protest music have predominantly focused
on lyrics to understand politicization and oppositional stances (Eyerman
and Jamison 1998; Roy 2010; Rosenthal and Flacks 2011). Lyrics provide
a window for understanding what Eyerman and Jamison (1998) call the
“cognitive praxis” of a social movement, or how music diffuses and frames
ideas to incite participation in social movements. Considerations of musical protest have focused primarily on protest song traditions and the
political content of the songs of popular musicians. In theorizing instrumental protest, I build on a broader shift in social movement theory that
has turned away from a focus on the “rationality” of social movement actors, represented in music studies of lyrics, and toward emphasis on the
roles of creativity, play, affect, and emotion (Shepard, Bogad, and Ducombe
2008; Nussbaum 2013; Jasper 2018). Although lyrics are not irrelevant in
the consideration of instrumental protest—many bands play songs with
well-known melodies that invite protestors to sing politicized lyrics—an
analysis of instrumental protest focuses on how sound itself mobilizes
protestors in public space.
Perhaps Jennifer Whitney (2003, 221–222), writing about her experience playing in Seattle’s brass and percussion ensemble the Infernal Noise
Brigade, has portrayed instrumental protest best: “Because humans have
too long bleated slogans and carried signs, the aesthetic of the INB is entirely post-textual; we provide tactical psychological support through a ‘propaganda of sound.’ The street is the venue for action and symbology, the
domain of emotion and intuition; ideology is homework.” Indeed, this article follows the building interest in sound as an element of protest (Sterne
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2012; Abe 2017). In this sense, I suggest that the repurposing of carnival
repertoires for protest scenarios might also be understood as elements of
what Martin Daughtry (2015, 3) calls “the belliphonic,” or “war sounds,” encompassing “the spectrum of sounds produced by armed combat.” These
sounds that neofanfarrista bands produce help create a sense of cohesion
among the urban left in its (at times literal) civil war against Brazil’s right
wing, using sound in public space to produce political and ludic feelings
of what Marié Abe (2017, xx) calls sounding sociality, “a process in which
people are inevitably engaged with one another and with their surroundings.” A sonic analysis of the instrumental protest focuses on the “tactile,
fragrant, and pulsing” elements of these musicians’ “sound knowledge”
(Kapchan 2017), or what Steven Feld (2015) might call an “acoustemological” approach to understanding music in protest, that is, how musicians
come to know how to use their sonic craft to alter the social dynamics of
ludic and political spaces. This focus calls attention to political manifestations of the “spatialities of sound” (Eisenberg 2015, 195) as protests unfold
in physical and social space.
In the case of Brazilian music, scholars studying musical activism
have focused much attention on the stylized protest songs and the popular song festivals of the 1960s that criticized the military dictatorship
(Dunn 2001; Stroud 2008), as well as on a variety of more contemporary
practices, including Brazilian hip-hop, funk carioca, and the blocos afro of
Salvador (e.g., Armstrong 2001; Yúdice 2003). Samuel Araújo has practiced and theorized ethnomusicological activism as dialogic research in
the Maré favela (Cambria 2012). Fernandes and Herschmann’s (2014) examination of music in the city’s streets, Daniel Martins’s (2015) work on
music in the 2013 protests, and Kjetil Boehler’s (2017) research on music
in the “Fora Temer” protests have provided many insights into contemporary musical activism in Rio de Janeiro. This article complements this literature by showing the tangible instrumental effects of music in the act of
street protest, how carnival repertoires are carried into new political contexts, and how such engagements can transform the priorities of a musical movement.
Street Carnival and Street Protest
At first glance, a street protest and a carnival bloco in contemporary Rio
share much in common. In both, people crowd the streets of the city with
subversive and topical carnivalesque costumes. Mobile vendors sell beer to
protestors and carnival audiences alike. Both use erected and mobile visual
signs, such as standards and flags, that proclaim the identity of the crowd,
and sound trucks lead marches and processions. And of course, there is
music and a consistent rhythmic pulse that drive the crowd forward in
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both manifestations. Music is a consistent element of many public gatherings in Rio, and protests are no different. Protests in Brazil are a kaleidoscopic cacophony with varying levels of coordination of syncopated chants,
whistles, percussive beats, and—increasingly in Rio—brass bands. Famed
street carnival stilt walker Raquel Potí suggests that the diverse street
manifestations of Rio constitute a continuum between disciplined street
protests, street carnival events, and divisive street chaos:
When we are in a protest, we have a single established discourse. . . .
When we are in carnival, we have millions of discourses. These are discourses that are always latent—the discourse of diversity, equality, respect for difference, sexual diversity, feminism, social relations, and
disparities. . . . In a protest, we choose one and go deeply into it. . . .
In carnival, when there are so many voices, it turns into a party. . . .
Even when we have discourses that seem apparently different, we are together and strengthening each other. It becomes a party when we support each other. If we don’t support each other, it becomes chaos. A
protest can become chaos when people are limited in their own discourse and don’t accept the diversity of discourses of others.9
In articulating notions of activism of a musical tradition based in street
carnival, neofanfarristas have adopted certain conceptions similar to, and
in some cases explicitly based on, Mikhail Bakhtin’s ([1941] 1984) understanding of carnival as a revolutionary, participatory, and egalitarian tradition and reinterpreted them as foundational ethics of activist praxis. A
scholarly consensus has emerged (e.g., Guilbault 2007) that the previous
either-or tendency to reduce carnival to an inherently resistant practice or
a “safety valve” function that plays with subversion to ultimately reassert
social hierarchy cannot encompass the wide variety of carnival practices.
Neofanfarristas, however, have retheorized carnival as a set of cultural
and musical repertoires of social action beyond the carnival season itself.
For them, the carnivalesque should be not a temporary subversion but a
yearlong activist transformation of social reality. In other words, it is not
whether Bakhtin’s insights into carnival are empirically true that is important. It is that neofanfarristas believe that they should be true.
Neofanfarristas’ employment of the repertoires of carnival in protest can
be seen as expressions of what Larry Bogad (2016, 2) calls “tactical performance,” or the “use of performance techniques, tactics, and aesthetics
in social-movement campaigns.” Like Potí, Bogad distinguishes actions
that “occupy” public space with a single defined discourse from those
that “open” them to a carnivalesque multivocality. He suggests that leftist protest models have trended internationally since the 1990s, with the
fall of institutional leftist governments and their “occupying” models, to
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increasingly open models that promote horizontalism, dialogism, and the
aesthetics and ethics of carnival (see also Graeber 2009). I view the leftist
movements that neofanfarristas mobilize as broadly engaging in dialogue
with larger frames of the “global justice movement,” which Bogad (2016,
100) describes as “a ‘movement of movements’ due to its great diversity in
geography, identity, and ideology”:
It is unquestionable that the idea of carnival helped to inspire and galvanize the theory and action of a global, antiauthoritarian, and anticapitalist movement. This global movement was determined to build
and sustain its own cultures, in defiance of the homogenizing corporate monoculture that is spreading so rapidly. This concept, influenced
by older ideas but moving beyond Bakhtin, developed new parameters
and tactics through activist praxis. The movement aimed to reclaim the
carnival for its own purposes and agendas . . . in pursuit of sustained,
deeply oppositional, creative, and egalitarian activism. (108)
Bogad argues, then, that the repertoires of carnival have recently become part of the repertoires of contention of the larger global justice movement internationally. However, as his research is primarily focused in the
United States and Europe, in these cases the notion of carnival is mostly
imagined and not based in local practices. Like the broader global justice
movement, neofanfarristas also describe a shift away from institutionalized
and hierarchical leftist movements toward more carnivalesque, horizontal,
and “open” modes of engagement, or a shift from an “old” to a “new” left,
but they draw on their own local carnival practices rather than an imagined festive Other. What Bogad argues in relation to the uses of carnival in
protests in the Global North is likely all the more true in places where communities have a vibrant history of carnival traditions on which to draw.
Why Do Neofanfarristas Protest?
Despite the prevalence of the word activism in the neofanfarrismo movement, there exists no absolute mission statement regarding the politics
of the movement, which did not originate as a politically oriented movement but rather in street carnival. Many musicians in the movement complain that much of the carnivalesque movement consists of fanfarrões, or
partiers who have little sense of social responsibility. In Portuguese, politicized leftists often make a distinction between the politically engaged
(engajados) and alienated (alienados). This distinction reflects a supposed
divide between those who are preoccupied with the concerns of “the people” (o povo) and those who are “alienated” from them, more attentive to
material comforts, pleasure, and international trends than to the needs
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and culture of the local masses. Within the movement, some bands view
themselves as militant alternatives to what they perceive as the outright
hedonism of others. Engaging in instrumental protest is to take part in a
debate that puts at stake the fundamental priorities of a community that is
coming to define itself broadly as alternative, countercultural, and activist.
For John Street (2012, 8), the question of music’s political potential is
relevant when music “forms as a site of public deliberation” and presents
people with a choice of engagement. Such choices of engagement have
only increased in contemporary Brazil alongside the increased polarization and crisis, forcing many to take sides. Different bands, blocos, and individual members have come together on various occasions to participate
in mobilizing political actions around a variety of leftist causes. Most musicians voted for Workers Party (Partido dos Trabalhadores, or PT) candidates and have supported the party in some way, but many musicians
express political views far left of the institutional PT. Others support the
Socialism and Liberty Party (Partido Socialismo e Liberdade) or eschew
party politics altogether. When neofanfarristas engage in protests, they network with a diversity of Brazilian leftist social movements and institutions,
such as the Landless Workers Movement (Movimento dos Trabalhadores
Rurais sem Terra) and the Homeless Workers Movement (Movimento dos
Trabalhadores sem Teto).
Many Brazilian leftists portray their compatriots as pacified and alienated from political action, sometimes blaming festive traditions like carnival as sapping popular energy from political engagement. The past several
years in Brazilian politics, however, have been some of the most tumultuous and socially active years of modern Brazilian political history. Many of
my collaborators saw the enormous protests of June 2013 as a watershed
moment in moving toward the rejection of the “old left,” or what Bogad refers to as “occupying practices,” toward more democratic and “open” practices. In 2014, saxophonist and activist Tomás Ramos believed:
In the future, they will analyze June 2013 for Brazil as having an importance as big as what happened in May of 1968 in France. I think
that this is a turning point. A new political generation has been created
since then. This is a generation coming after twelve years of government by the PT that managed to enter into power after twenty or thirty
years of popular mobilization. And all the disenchantment with the
limits of this project that the PT represented made a new stage of politics emerge. June represents the disenchantment with traditional forms
of political representation and with the limits that the PT promoted.10
Ramos went on to comment on the importance of these protests’ urban settings and the neofanfarrismo movement as articulating o
 pposition
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to what I call neoliberal urban governmentality.11 By this, I refer to the practices of governing a global city motivated by the interests of multinational
capital, including institutions like the World Cup’s FIFA and the International Olympic Committee that create the conditions to enforce neoliberalization of the city.12 With the massive private-public projects that
have reconstructed Rio in the wake of the World Cup and the Olympics,
the neofanfarrismo movement has been in active confrontation with what
T heresa Williamson (2016, 143) describes as “a modern experiment in urban development and what has become the most debated case of megaevent impact in history.” David Zirin (2014, 3) has depicted Olympic Rio
de Janeiro as a city “where public space is dwindling, people are getting
removed from their homes, and the poor are being marginalized in an
effort to turn Rio into the megacity of the IMF’s dreams.” By contrast,
neofanfarristas promote through instrumental force what D
 avid Harvey
(2012, 2013), drawing on Henri Lefebvre, calls the “right to the city.” Harvey
claims that the global social movements that have surged since the global
financial crisis of 2008, of which the 2013 Brazilian protests were a part,
have resulted in the emergence of “rebel cities” that contest the neoliberal
structuring of the city through popular occupations of city space (fig. 2).
When the explosive June 2013 protests, initiated by the Free Pass Movement (Movimento Passe Livre), captured global attention, observers suggested that the “sleeping giant” of Brazil had awakened. The Free Pass
Movement has demanded free access to public transportation (tarifa zero)
since 2005, but it ignited a series of nationwide protests in 2013 when
it launched a campaign against the raising of bus fares in São Paulo by
twenty cents. The campaign proved a tipping point for the disenchantment
of the urban left with the governing Workers Party’s conciliatory relationships to neoliberal policies and institutions. Protestors challenged the prioritizing of spending for the World Cup and the Olympics and the PT’s
neoliberal trickle-down rationale. They claimed that they wanted education, health care, housing, and transportation for the people in the “padrão
FIFA” (the “FIFA standard”), because “the mega-events were sold as something that could bring benefits to the cities.”13 Over the course of June, protests grew at exponential rates, culminating in two million people in the
streets in more than one hundred Brazilian cities on June 20, after which
movement energies waned, diversified, and were co-opted by other movements, including right-wing ones (Vainer 2014).
Rio de Janeiro and other major urban centers bore the brunt of the effects of the policies of hosting the mega-events, including heightened militarization, housing speculation, rising costs of living, and the construction
of massive stadiums, many of which stand today largely unused. Saxophonist Tomás Ramos credits the particularly urban character of the June
2013 protests as a response to the perfect storm of deprioritizing p
 ublic
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Anti–World Cup street art shows a soccer ball
removing a favela. September 23, 2014. Photo by author.

FIGURE 2.

services, the demands of mega-events, and the militarization of the police.14 Similarly, James Holston (2014, 894) argues that “the crisis of urban
mobility (20 cents), police violence, and evictions (especially in Rio due
to demolitions for World Cup and Olympic facilities) revived the conceptual foundations of insurgent citizenship as protestors demanded radical
equality (zero fare) and right to the city.” Many commentators and my informants also saw the Brazilian protests as part of a global wave of protests
that included the Arab Spring and Occupy Wall Street, internationally
oriented and sharing many new repertoires of contention across borders
(Harvey 2013; Mason 2013).15
Amid economic crisis in Brazil that began in 2014, the right staged
what many viewed as a “parliamentary coup” in 2016 (Muniz, 2016) and
captured the presidency by impeaching Dilma Rousseff, later imprisoning
former PT president Lula in 2018 in an effort to prevent him from running
for president again. Although it was economic success under Lula that
brought the Olympics to Brazil, it would be conservative president Michel
Temer who would oversee them. His unpopular presidency would lead to
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the neo-fascist populism of Brazil’s current president, Jair Bolsonaro, leaving many new opportunities for instrumental protest but also the demobilization of despair and fear.
Effects and Roles of Brass Bands in Protests
Although the brass band may elicit associations of conservativism and
tradition rather than protest, it should not be surprising that these loud,
mobile ensembles can help mobilize mass crowds to contest governing
regimes. Emerging from the military, brass and drum ensembles have
long been practical musical resources for groups engaged in militaristic
activity. For many protest musicians, the military relationship is explicit.
Trumpeter Leo Adler, who frequently played in the June 2013 protests, recounted: “Many people would come tell me that they had gotten sick from
the tear gas. They wanted to leave, but they heard me playing and felt the
force to continue holding back the police. The police were dispersing people and throwing gas bombs all around and I would start a song. The protestors would group up again and would start to sing over the police. [In
this way], music helps in the resistance. Every army has a trumpeter to
play the call to advance, the call to retreat.”16
Many neofanfarristas speak of the capacity of the brass ensemble to
make an action heard and seen, calling attention to a given cause. They
have the capacity to “open” protests in Bogad’s sense by creating an inviting, experimental atmosphere for protestors and bystanders alike. Brass
band protests are generally inclusive, and other musicians can participate
spontaneously on a horn, drum, or other instrument. Snare player Miguel
Maron claims that the brass band “cries and calls people. It congregates
them around something. . . . It has power, a sonorous potential.”17 Musicians relate that a brass band can dignify and legitimate a protest. Saxophonist Gabriel Fromm suggests that the 2011 tent occupation of Ocupa
Rio (Occupy Rio), in solidarity with Occupy Wall Street, was viewed “from
the beginning as heavy and violent. There was a huge visibility of the police, so keeping it light was fundamental. The arts had the function of
giving equilibrium to the movement and a lightness for those who saw it
from outside as a ‘favelization’ of Cinelândia [square]. . . . When a brass
band comes into the mix, it brings flexibility and lightness. It transforms
this person who is casting a prejudiced look and gives credibility to the
movement.”18
Because of its mobility and loudness, few musical ensembles are made
for marching and mobilizing large crowds as well as the brass band.
While baterias (Brazilian percussion ensembles) are also loud and mobile, neofanfarristas argue that, without amplification of vocals, they cannot
project melodies that compel protestors to sing. Protest music throughout
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the Americas is associated with folk singers, but it is much more difficult for folk songs, especially without amplification, to mobilize a protest
march: “Someone can come to an occupation and play guitar and five people will sing along. But they won’t be heard by all the movement.”19
Ramos argues that the emergence of brass ensembles in protests represents the ascendance of a more horizontal new left that Harvey (2013) and
Bogad (2016) have observed worldwide. For him, the traditional sound car
used to protest as well as in carnival to lead crowds through the streets,
represents a hierarchical model of the old left. Although it allows a social
movement to amplify its rhetoric and musical choices, the march leaders
are high above the protestors, proclaiming a monologic discourse and not
very responsive to changing conditions on the ground. The brass band,
however, is more agile, responsive, and horizontal—“open” for those
around it who want to engage. Ramos explains: “We saw that we filled
a role of education, security, and direction, the roles that the sound cars
always filled. But the sound car is huge and has many limits. Someone
tells the people what they must do from up high. It’s very vertical and I
think we have come to surpass the sound car. . . . Just like Occupy Wall
Street, the actions of June 2013 put in question the various forms of classical organization and representation on the left . . . [that] the sound car
represented.”20
To describe this abolition of political hierarchies, several musicians
speak of “carnivalizing” protests. By creating a carnivalesque ambience,
neofanfarristas suggest that brass ensembles have the capacity to “break”
the logic of violence that typifies encounters with the police and alter the
outcome. One saxophonist recounts: “From the moment that a brass band
arrives, it’s much harder for the police to confront because the climate is
not confrontational. It’s celebratory.”21 Many neofanfarristas stress the role
of security and pacification a brass band can play in spaces of confrontation, but in other cases, it can heighten the militant intents of protestors.
Saxophonist Mathias Mafort argues that pacification is one strategic choice
of many that brass bands have available: “Protests are a bit like war. . . . The
brass band always has a function in this context. In some cases, the brass
band is pacifying. In others, it is the heart of the movement as if it were
its motor force. It can have many faces. . . . It depends on the intention.”22
Musical Repertoires of Contention
When engaging in such protests, brass bands reinterpret carnival marches,
punk music, funk carioca, Brazilian protest songs, and much more to tactically frame and support a given protest. This section examines the repertoire choices of the bands BlocAto do Nada and Os Siderais, as well
as spontaneous musical engagements in protests. The first band draws
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e specially on Brazilian musical repertoires of protest and the oppressed,
or “politicized cultural nationalism,” whereas the second engages in dialogue with international repertoires of protest. These strategic repertoire
choices have repercussions for what kinds of roles and effects a brass band
is able to achieve in a given protest. I argue, drawing on Thomas Turino’s
(2008) consideration of participatory and presentational modes of music
making, that the choice of musical repertoires of contention has important strategic implications for the preference of fostering a participatory
or presentational protest. By participatory musical protest, I mean that musicians strategically choose repertoires to involve the audience in the musical performance of protest. By presentational musical protest, I mean that
the transgression involved in musicians’ performance is primarily an object of spectacle that is meant to change spectators’ political opinions, priorities, and actions.
BlocAto do Nada (which translates as “Action Bloco of Nothing”) was
founded in 2012 and is the only brass band of the neofanfarrismo movement that plays exclusively for protests. The band name was taken from a
line of a Bertolt Brecht poem, “Nothing must seem impossible to change”
(“Nada deve parecer impossível de mudar”), a phrase that adorns the b loco’s
standard. The line presents an invitation to actively imagine the possibility
of constructing an alternative world. Saxophonist and professional activist Tomás Ramos, who has worked closely with Rio’s 2016 Socialism and
Liberty Party mayoral candidate Marcelo Freixo, founded the brass bloco to
play throughout the year for social movements. He organized within the
neofanfarrismo movement and its major moment of mobilization in carnival, putting together the carnival ensemble word bloco with ato, or “political action.” The use of carnival was not intended, Ramos relates,
to just stay in carnival, but to strengthen social movements. . . . Carnival would only be an excuse to bring together musicians and organize the bloco. . . . The traditional aesthetic of the left [no longer] has
the same effect that other aesthetics can have. [The question was,] what
is there in Rio de Janeiro that mobilizes so many people in the streets?
The brass bloco. . . . I put a lot of my faith in this—in art as a method of
action, in carnival as a strategy of struggle.23
On November 11, 2014, BlocAto do Nada was on its way to nearby São
Gonçalo, a poor city near Niterói across the bay from Rio de Janeiro. The
Homeless Workers Movement (MTST) had helped workers stage an occupation, held in a peripheral area of São Gonçalo that had already lasted
ten days, to demand formal housing. Shabbily constructed huts had been
set up with tarps held up by sticks—seven hundred barracks for seven
hundred families. They were calling it Ocupação Zumbi dos Palmares,
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in homage to the black king Zumbi of the free runaway slave (quilombo)
community Palmares that lasted for almost a century in the 1600s. The
musicians of BlocAto handed out percussion instruments to children and
invited them to experiment on horns. A box of carnival costumes had been
brought for the parade, and occupiers dressed themselves in all sorts of
clothes and masks, celebrating the occupation through expressions of carnival. In this case, the carnivalesque practice of the poor taking on the
identity of a king would take a much more subversive undertone than
simply a temporary inversion. The next day, Rio’s city government signed
an accord through the My House, My Life program (Minha Casa, Minha
Vida) to construct one thousand houses for the occupiers.
BlocAto marched through the community encampment, supporting the
occupiers with Brazilian protest songs from the 1960s, funk carioca songs,
carnival marches, and syncopated chants. In São Gonçalo, protestors enthusiastically sang along to BlocAto’s instrumental renditions of wellknown funk carioca songs of Rio’s favelas like “Rap da Felicidade” (1995):
I just want to be happy,
To walk freely in the favela where I was born
And be able to take pride
And have consciousness that the poor have their place.
BlocAto strategically employs an instrumental repertoire that merges
arrangements of Brazilian protest songs from the 1960s and 1970s with
Rio’s contemporary funk carioca style of the favelas, fusing two divergent
Brazilian musical repertoires perceived as “resistant” genres. These repertoire choices facilitate the mobilization and musical participation of middle-class and poorer leftists in Rio de Janeiro, respectively, although many
songs are appreciated by both. Just as I experienced in the occupation of
São Gonçalo, the band’s percussionist Chico explains: “When we play ‘Rap
da Felicidade,’ which has very politicized lyrics, people always sing naturally. The choice of repertoire and songs is based in the imaginary of the
people. We take care to propose things that make sense for others and not
just for those who already think about politics. The choice of repertoire
makes people come closer and feel something in common with us. The
principal idea is that anyone can sing in the street. For this, BlocAto’s repertoire is based mostly on the carioca aesthetic.”24
In protests with a more middle-class profile, the band plays songs based
in the middle-class Brazilian protest tradition of the 1960s, such as Chico
Buarque’s “Apesar de você” (1970). To get past the military censors of the
time, Buarque’s subtle lyrics were couched in the language of a breakup
song. Fans, however, perceptively viewed it as a stringent critique of the regime: “In spite of you, tomorrow must be another day.” Beyond repertoire
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choices, Ramos explains that BlocAto “was preoccupied with c reating beats
for the street chants. If someone yells ‘tarifa zero’ [no fees], we would do a
beat for ‘tarifa zero.’ More important than us simply playing our music is
that we be a great microphone for everyone.”25 When the Homeless Workers Movement organizers in São Gonçalo, for example, led the occupiers in
call-and-response chants like “Zumbi presente agora e s empre” (“Zumbi is
present now and always”), the horn players stopped while the drummers
provided a rhythmic backbone that further energized the chants.
In using well-known national musical references, the strategic employment of musical repertoires of contention by BlocAto is, therefore, primarily participatory, oriented toward mobilizing musical and political action
by the protestors they musically support. Chico views the band’s diverse
repertoires as the “accumulation of leftist social movements [of various]
authors and cultures [that have been] involved in political struggles in our
tradition here in Brazil. [These are] songs that marked the struggle against
the dictatorship, and many other struggles for rights.”26
In contrast to BlocAto, Os Siderais, founded in 2011 when no band in
the neofanfarrismo community had adopted an explicitly political stance,
has brought an internationalist, presentational, and musically eclectic repertoire to protests throughout the city. Many of the band’s members consider themselves “militants” within their chosen profession. They use
their links to radical sectors in their fields to organize the band to play at
particular actions. The band’s snare player, Miguel Maron, explains: “We
have a militant agenda within social movements and our own careers, so
this priority emerged in the band around supporting social movements.
We believe that the brass band . . . is an element of politics, of political
transformation, of questioning, [and it] can make an intervention.”27
The band’s repertoire includes punk songs, Afrobeat, and covers of songs
by Brazilian countercultural movements, as well as songs from diverse international brass movements. Alongside their original songs, with titles
that emphasize the liberation of public space like “Palmares in the Streets”
(“Palmares nas ruas”) and “Liberty Square” (“Praça da Liberdade”), the
band’s repertoire is less well known to the Brazilian “masses” than that of
BlocAto. But the band’s internationalist aesthetic is well suited for engaging in protests that are either explicitly internationally oriented or for audiences with awareness and interest in international protest traditions. The
band’s internationalist orientation can be seen as part of the increasing
translocalism of international leftist protest culture globally (Hardt and
Negri 2004; Graeber 2009; Castells 2012; Mason 2013). Given the more
obscure references in Os Siderais’s musical repertoires of contention, the
band generally practices a more presentational form of musical protest intended to provide senses of legitimacy and enthusiasm to protestors rather
than mobilizing them to engage in music making itself.
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On October 1, 2014, teachers in Rio de Janeiro held an anniversary commemoration for a teachers’ strike that had been repressed by police, one
of the bloodiest days in the protest movement in 2013. Os Siderais’s snare
player, a high school teacher and union member, organized the band to
play at the action in Cinelândia, a central square where protests often occur. When I arrived at the scene, armed riot police had already surrounded
the entire square, and they looked as if they would close in at any point.
Many young and mostly white protestors were dressed in all black as the
internationally recognizable black bloc,28 waving giant black flags and
ready for a police attack. Amid the menacing police presence, the mood
seemed tense and subdued before the band began to play. Os Siderais
would transform a lackluster protest into an exuberant street party in defiance of the police. Brass band versions of punk songs triggered a mosh
pit, and the black bloc yelled the English words “Hey ho, let’s go!” from the
Ramones’ song “Blitzkrieg Bop” (1976) in recognition of the rendition by
Os Siderais.
The band ended the protest performance with the Italian leftist anthem
“Bella Ciao,”29 and, after singing the lyrics in Italian, Os Siderais began
playing the song repeatedly at increasing speed, again triggering a mosh
pit. A trombonist explains about “Bella Ciao”: “It’s not known by the public
in general, only to those who have studied a bit, to know that this [became]
a resistance song from the Second World War.”30 The use of this song,
then, is in direct contrast to BlocAto’s strategy of playing music to mobilize
those who may not be educated in the history of international leftist repertoires. Unlike the participatory and mass-oriented repertoire and tactics of
BlocAto intended to support marches, the engagement of Os Siderais was
presentational and invited a middle-class audience to create a politicized
street party, defusing confrontational energy of the police presence.31
Os Siderais has especially engaged in translating to Rio de Janeiro elements of the international Occupy movement, which was widely criticized
for its predominantly middle-class profile by those who viewed its populism as compromised. In 2011, early in its history, Os Siderais played at the
Ocupa Rio tent occupation of the central square of Cinelândia. The band
incorporated certain symbols and practices from the Occupy protests, including the Guy Fawkes mask worn by the band’s standard-bearer.32 According to my collaborators, although ocupar (“to occupy”) had been used
previously by local anarchist squat movements as well as by MST and
MTST, the word’s increasing prevalence was a direct result of the American Occupy movement and the Ocupa Rio protests inspired by it. The
word ocupar and the ethic of occupation of public space are now extremely
prevalent in the vocabulary of the social and music movements that stake
claims on public space in Rio. The associations of Os Siderais with protest scenes that were internationally oriented and more middle-class led it,
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therefore, to make different strategic choices in selecting its musical repertoire of contention than those of BlocAto.
While some bands prepare repertoires specifically intended to provide
musical support within a protest, Rio’s brass musicians are also well accustomed to playing with one another spontaneously in a participatory
mode of musical protest by resorting to a vast collective repertoire available
to them from street carnival and neofanfarrismo. At protests, musicians
meet somewhat spontaneously and play through songs they have learned
in other spaces. The strategic impact of repertoire selection, however, is no
less important, as they commonly launch into, for example, the “Imperial
March” from Star Wars during any police encroachment in order to dramatize the confrontation and assign moral culpability to the police.
Carnival marches (marchinhas) are often adapted for protests because
they are so well known among the carnival brass community and act as
a kind of default repertoire. “Ó abre alas” (“Open the Wings”), for example, is a famous marchinha that during carnival is often played first as a
bloco sets off. At protests, musicians often use this song to incite crowds to
transgress barriers set by the police. Ramos relates that on June 20, 2013,
the day of the largest of the protests, a slow marchinha helped calm a situation that might have otherwise ended in stampede:
With a million people in the streets, the police started to fight with a
group that was trying to advance. . . . There were a lot of people. The police arrived and everyone started running from gas bombs. . . . [A trombonist] started to play “Bandeira Branca” [“White Flag”], which is a song
that pleas for peace. It’s very slow and when people heard the song they
stopped running and went more slowly. Everyone started to play the
song very slowly and people followed the standard. And we started to
see that we provide an incredible security role.33
At times, however, spontaneous decisions about protest repertoires taken
from carnival are responsive rather than strategic. Trumpet player Leo
Adler recounts of the 2013 protests: “There is a video of a policeman shooting and someone else shooting back and I am playing ‘Allah-la Ô,’ which is
a marchinha. But it’s not the song that I would have liked to play at that moment. I think that there are songs that would be better suited, but in the
moment of tear gas on all sides, the last thing you think about is what song
you will play. Whatever comes out helps the people.”34
Beyond these stock songs, musicians who assemble together but may
not play in the same bands also make particular contextual choices on
the spot to animate a given protest. At the invitation of musicians from
Orquestra Voadora’s bloco, I attended a protest in September 2014 calling for the release of Rafael Braga, a black man and the only arrestee
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imprisoned during the 2013 protests. Musicians and protestors assembled outside of Rio’s legislative assembly as speakers denounced bias in the
justice system against black people. As the march began, the musicians
provided a soundtrack of marchinhas, “Bella Ciao,” and songs by Chico
Buarque. The march was headed by a theatrical procession in which four
black women were roped together like a chain of slaves. A man ceremoniously whipped them as he walked alongside. This theatrical enactment of
slavery drew a performative link from contemporary black incarceration to
the legacies of slavery in Brazil.
The brass musicians, reacting to the performance, launched into Baden
Powell’s “Berimbau” (1963). The song refers to the power of the AfroBrazilian musical instrument berimbau that accompanies capoeira, an
Afro-Brazilian martial arts form that is widely considered to have been a
method of training for fight, particularly against slave masters and police,
disguised as dance. Protestors sang as they recognized the song: “Capoeira
has sent me to say that it has come—it has come to fight.” While the image of whipping the black women certainly created an acerbic critique of
Braga’s imprisonment, the brass musicians sonically reinterpreted this
reference to slavery by reprising a song that memorialized the cultural traditions of struggle during slavery in Brazil, mobilizing the protestors to
sing. Such spontaneous uses of musical repertoires of contention are strategically intended for participation, as well-known repertoires from carnival, local brass bands, and popular music are repurposed for political
priorities.
Politicizing a Musical Community
These bands’ strategic employment of musical repertoires for spaces of
confrontation have played an important role in shifting the political priorities of the larger neofanfarrismo movement. Although some of these politically active musicians decry elements of neofanfarrismo as politically
alienated, the bands and actions I have considered here have helped push
the issue of politicization and musical militancy to the forefront of the
movement. The shifting contexts of political engagement in Rio, and Brazil more largely, however, have also played an important role in politicizing musicians and in the growing consolidation of neofanfarrismo around
the frame of activism. Saxophonist André Ramos of Rio’s brass band
Orquestra Voadora, one of the most prominent bands in the neofanfarrismo
community, explains:
In the past seven years, we have lived through a time in which this crisis
has intensified a lot . . . and this certainly influenced the work of O
 rquestra
Voadora. These questions of privatization [and] of a ppropriation of p
 ublic
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space became increasingly more intense, [especially] with the World
Cup and the Olympics, which caused a speculative boom. . . . The issue
of the protests changed the thinking of people and they started to see
Orquestra Voadora as a way of thinking about alternatives. . . . With the
intensification of the crisis, we started to see that we had a political role.35
Although many of the earliest brass blocos associated with the street carnival revival at the turn of the millennium expressed alternative stances
toward the official carnival of the samba parades, political action itself was
not a major concern. As the brass movement expanded beyond its carnival
beginnings in 2008 with the founding of Orquestra Voadora and others,
increasingly volatile political situations presented new opportunities for
brass musicians to engage in protest. Early in the movement’s history, before the founding of explicitly political bands, some musicians complained
that it was impossible to unify a single band around engaging in political action. Voadora trumpeter Daniel Paiva recounts: “I go to many protests but Voadora wouldn’t go [as the band] because we have become an
institution. We have a huge carnival event. We have sponsorship from the
government. Some people in the group don’t get along politically. . . . As a
band and institution in Rio we cannot be out there with a [partisan] flag.”36
Indeed, official street carnival events receive financial support and infrastructure that allow them to take place, and, for many, participation in
this system makes it problematic to protest explicitly. Voadora’s tubist Tim
Malik explains: “Taking a public political stance in Brazil is not necessarily
the thing to do. It can be hard core. There’s people watching you. There’s a
complete lack of accountability. People can tend to appear complacent but
there’s just no protection. You get on someone’s bad side and if they have
power, they can make your life terrible.”37
A turning point came as Rio prepared for the 2014 World Cup. Os
Siderais had already been bringing protestors and neofanfarristas for protests in defense of the Aldeia Maracanã, an urban indigenous settlement
that would be expelled during construction projects on Rio’s famous
Maracanã stadium. In June 2013 protest activity augmented quickly and
exponentially around the demands for public services and social prioritization over the trickle-down logic of the sporting events. While political action may have been controversial in a band like Orquestra Voadora before,
Malik relates that by June 2013, “that discussion was out the window . . . we
had to participate, obviously.”38
Bands like Orquestra Voadora used social media to support the protests
and organize musicians to come to them “armed” with instruments. The
police repression that met the musical protestors was extreme, with gas
bombs, rubber bullets, and other measures used to disperse the crowd.
This ignited even larger protests framed against the police response.
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 usicians describe playing in intense and violent situations. Os Siderais
M
trombonist Juliano Pires relates that June 20 was “the biggest repression
of all time. They managed to explode gas bombs in five neighborhoods at
the same time. . . . Bombs, bombs, smoke, smoke. . . . And I was there playing trombone.”39 Brass bands supported chants of thousands, such as “It
hasn’t stopped. It has to stop. I want the end of the military police.” Musicians covered their instruments with stickers produced by social movements that used well-known slogans, like “There will be no World Cup”
(“Não vai ter Copa”) and “Whose Cup?” (“Copa pra quem?”).
By July 2013, police repression had produced effective results, and protest energies on such a mass scale had begun to diminish quickly. Repression, however, spurred further resistance, and thus increased political
engagement, on the part of Rio’s brass bands and other groups. Although
the mass protests were short lived, they were influential in shifting the
orientations of neofanfarrismo. Many protest actions continued, and
neofanfarristas played for them. Social movement groups increasingly began to organize occupations of public space with cultural programming focused around particular issues and campaigns where neofanfarrista bands
and other musical groups would play.
The desire to maintain the activist energies of June and translate them
into the largest popular mobilization in Rio, the annual carnival, led to the
Ocupa Carnaval movement (Occupy Carnival). Ocupa Carnaval fused the
vocabulary of the Occupy movement with street carnival. Saxophonist and
activist Tomás Ramos describes the Ocupa Carnaval movement as “an attempt to construct a common campaign, a politics of communication with
all these collectives and militants that were participating in this idea of using carnival as an opportunity to strengthen the platforms of social movements, principally those that were in the street during the protests.” 40 Just
as protestors had adopted the musical repertoires of carnival during the
protests, musical activists primarily from BlocAto attempted to politicize
the street carnival itself around contemporary issues. They rewrote carnival marches with new satirical lyrics, professionally recorded them, and
broadcast them on YouTube. These songs lambasted the pretensions of
the Olympic city and called attention to the corruption and inequalities
of daily life in Rio de Janeiro. During Ocupa Carnaval’s annual carnival
bloco, brass musicians played through the marches and the public sang the
new lyrics handed out in leaflets.
Attempting to spread Ocupa Carnaval as a method of politicizing carnival and street music events, the organizers passed out movement stickers
that appeared all over the standards and instruments of their bands. They
produced a manifesto of the Ocupa Carnaval movement that overtly contests what many on the left see as the privatization, spectacle, and militarization of a neoliberal city at the expense of the public: “Carnival is the
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most beautiful cry of the people. We occupy the streets with banners, confetti, and coils to show that Rio is ours. . . . Down with the ratchets that
transform the city into a huge business, where profit matters more than
life, where money is more free than people. While they capitalize reality,
we socialize the dream. Long live the energy of rebellion. Long live the creativity of the carnival costumes. . . . The city is not for sale and our rights
are not merchandise” (Ocupa Carnaval 2015). In the 2014 carnival, Ocupa
Carnaval created a large puppet of Fuleco, the official armadillo (tatu bola)
mascot of the 2014 World Cup. Lambasting the image, Ocupa Carnaval
portrayed him as a rich aristocrat and called him “Tatu derrado,” a play on
the Portuguese tá tudo errado, or “it’s all wrong.” In 2016, Ocupa Carnaval
billed the parade as “Olim piada,” a play on the word Olimpíadas (Olympics). Piada means “joke” in Portuguese, and musicians intended to highlight the “joke that is all this debate of the mega-events, of the sold city.” 41
The Workers Party (PT) is widely viewed by musicians and activists of
the far left as having overly compromised with the forces of neoliberal capitalism. After the repression experienced in 2013 and the party’s prioritization of hosting mega-events over its leftist agenda, the PT fell further out
of favor with the left. The 2014 presidential campaign produced schisms
within the neofanfarrismo community about whether to align with the PT.
Almost all neofanfarristas were united in their opposition to the right’s candidate Aécio Neves, but many did not feel that political content should be
a part of neofanfarrista events outside of protests. Those who wanted to
celebrate and openly support the PT faced disagreement from the radical
left as well as from the apolitical flanks of the movement. These tensions
mounted on the day of Dilma Rousseff’s reelection, October 26, 2014. On
that day, the bloco Boi Tolo, which expresses no party affiliations or political goals outside its resistance to official carnival, held its first march of the
carnival season. Although the intent of the parade was not any kind of celebration for Rousseff, street revelers with red party banners nonetheless
flooded the march in celebration once her reelection had been announced
and confirmed. To the consternation of many musicians, the visual appearance of the parade seemed to be a Dilma celebration. A counterdemonstration soon emerged: leftist black blocs arrived chanting “Dilma is a fascist,”
and skirmishes arose between the anarchist and institutional lefts in a
march intended to have no political platform.
When the process of impeaching Dilma escalated one year later as economic crises pervaded the Brazilian news, many neofanfarristas not particularly keen on the PT chose to realign themselves in defense of democracy
and the electoral right of the party to rule. Adopting the repertoires of
street carnival and neofanfarrismo, brass bands marched together in events
they called “Carnivals for Democracy.” Once Michel Temer took charge of
the presidency, he quickly attempted to abolish the Ministry of Culture,
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resulting in mass occupations of ministry buildings throughout Brazil
(known as Ocupa MinC), actions at which many neofanfarristas played.
“Fora Temer” (“down with Temer”) became a rallying call, often chanted
over brass band beats, for leftists who were fighting what they viewed as
an illegitimate presidency. The election in 2016 of Rio mayor Marcelo
Crivella, a conservative evangelical who has expressed hostility to carnival,
has likewise resulted in unified chants of “Fora Crivella” over brass band
songs in the streets. Musicians have more recently mobilized in support
of Lula, most of whom, even if they do not support him outright, believe
he was a political prisoner, and they have protested Jair Bolsonaro’s candidacy and presidency.
These diverse experiences of musical protest have provided the neo
fanfarrismo community with tools to organize their own protests and politicize the community around particular issues that affect them locally.
One particular protest serves as an example of the ways in which politics,
economics, and street music intersect and of how, by 2016, this movement
that emerged in carnival had been able to unify the bands and blocos that
constitute it in pursuit of political ends. In preparation for the Olympics,
the city of Rio de Janeiro mounted a crackdown on unofficial street music
and carnival events. On January 3, 2016, police violently dispersed the parade of Boi Tolo, an unpermitted brass bloco, with gas bombs and rubber
bullets. The exact motivations for this uncommon attack are unknown,
but the local musical community widely interpreted the police attacks as
specifically targeting unlicensed mobile vendors selling beers other than
the Antarctica brand, the official beer and sponsor of street carnival. Musicians viewed the crackdown as a message from the company that threats to
its monopoly would not be tolerated. Moreover, they understood the targeting of unofficial beer sellers as an expedient excuse for justifying a broader
crackdown on unofficial street music events, a larger strategy of ordering
and disciplining the city in preparation for the Olympics.
For the alternative brass community, the notion that a private company would use the state to manage a carnival event for its own profit was
akin to the neoliberalization of street carnival. In response, brass musicians organized a musical political action that would bring together the
disparate bands and blocos of the neofanfarrismo community, planning a
New Orleans–style jazz funeral for Zé Pereira, a traditional personification
of Rio’s carnival.42 “Mourners” carried a coffin with a doll of the “dead”
Zé Pereira inside, while brass musicians solemnly played the classic jazz
funeral song “Just a Closer Walk with Thee.” After “burying” him, musicians launched into the traditional carnival march of “Zé Pereira.” Protestors “exhumed” the doll from his grave and made him dance excitedly
above the crowd in a ceremony of death and resurrection that embodied
the resistance of street carnival. They then led a march through the center
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Brass bands marching in repudiation of police
repression. January 14, 2016. Photo by author.

FIGURE 3.

of the city with all the bands’ standards and a huge banner against police violence. Employing both local and international musical repertoires
to strategically contest the city’s repression in the year of the Olympics, the
entire brass movement came together in defense of belief in the right to
play in the public spaces inherent in their carnival tradition (fig. 3).
Socio-Musical Movements
Neofanfarrismo may have emerged in the context of Rio’s street carnival
revival in the less polarized boom times of the 2000s, but the mounting
crises of the 2010s provided opportunities for musical engagement in popular protests that have swept the country. Neofanfarristas have theorized
and acted on the potential that instrumental ensembles of the streets can
manifest to contest power. The movement’s political commitments are ambivalent, however, and these diverse musical manifestations and debates
parallel various factions in the left itself. Nevertheless, the history of brass
band protest in Rio was a major factor in the consolidation of the movement
around activism in the city’s first annual HONK! Rio Festival of Activist
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Brass Bands in 2015, which brought together most of the bands and blocos
of the neofanfarrismo movement (Snyder, Garofalo, and Allen 2020).43
It is from this perspective that I view neofanfarrismo as a socio-musical
movement, one in which distinctions between the ludic and the political
have been increasingly erased. On the whole, although there are many disputes, there is no priority given to apolitical festivity over political engagement, or vice versa. Instead, repertoires circulate between political and
festive scenarios, with heightened expression especially during the yearly
carnival and major protest mobilizations. While many scholars of protest
music generally imply that social movements “act upon” music, examining how they “mobilize” musical traditions or resources (Eyerman and
Jamison 1998) or how they “do music” (Roy 2010), this article has shown
that the relationship between musicians and social movements can be far
more interactive and dynamic. In the case of neofanfarrismo, musical festivity can itself be a generative force for the production and mobilization
of social movements. Strategically employing the instrumental force, volume, and mobility of the brass band—long associated with military tactics
as well as carnivalesque fun—as a “tactical performance” of protest, these
musicians’ activities offer a different model of musical protest that makes
plain how music and instrumental sound enable popular control of city
space in both participatory and presentational forms.
The ludic repertoires of carnival have come to be prominent modes of
political expression as street carnival itself has grown in the past two decades and political crises have mounted, presenting these musicians with
choices of political engagement in the streets. Repertoires drawn from
street carnival have proved among the most effective because of musicians’ learned collective knowledge of how to deploy music in the streets to
mobilize crowds, albeit largely “rehearsed” in other festive scenarios. From
this perspective, I have argued that the concept of repertoire needs to be
expanded beyond its conventional categorical, stylistic, and functionalist uses. Rather, following Taylor (2003), the repertoires of neofanfarrismo
constitute a body of collective embodied sound knowledge that is strategically deployed in different scenarios, with changing meanings in every
new performance.
The political environment in Brazil has grown far more polarized
and dangerous since my initial fieldwork. During a recent trip in January 2020, protests had died down and musicians revealed that under
Bolsonaro, whose government has casually threatened retaliation comparable to the dictatorship’s tactics, they feared protests could precipitate an
excuse for a broader clampdown. Sociomusical mobilization depends, in
other words, not only on a clear target but on a collective perception of possible success. When such a moment arises in the future, I have little doubt
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that neofanfarrista bands will be creatively manifesting their repertoires on
the front lines of protest.
In neofanfarrismo, the vocabulary, repertoires, and ethics of carnival have been translated into political action, while political action and
thought have also come to permeate street carnival itself. As a sign from
the jazz funeral protest considered earlier reads, carnival is folia and luta,
revelry and struggle. It is not only the cultural politics of the carnival season, therefore, that is at stake in understanding the “politics of carnival,” nor will philosophical debates on carnival’s political potential fully
illuminate the issue. It is understanding how carnival is theorized “on the
ground” as a mode of political action beyond the carnival season that also
reveals its political importance.
Notes
In memory of Chico Oliveira of BlocAto do Nada and Ocupa Carnaval, who died at
33 years of age in 2020.
1. Clément Mombereau, interview with author, Rio de Janeiro, November 11,
2014. All interview quotes were originally in Portuguese and are my translations.
2. Choro is a mostly instrumental genre that emerged in Rio de Janeiro in the
early twentieth century.
3. Leo Adler, interview with author, Rio de Janeiro, November 19, 2014. Video
of incident available at “Carinhoso,” posted by Andre Videira de Figueiredo, 1:17,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a9f k3q347lY&list=PL6SaRKto7Uf YWW0PO
SPGGYfaPc7Dvt7zx&index=31&t=0s.
4. Video of incident available at “Agressão policial—Technobloco,” posted by
Rodrigo Neves, 5:29, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tkmT7HYWOz0&list=P
L6SaRKto7UfYWW0POSPGGYfaPc7Dvt7zx&index=31.
5. Adler interview.
6. Juliano Pires, interview with author, Rio de Janeiro, October 12, 2014.
7. Funk carioca emerged in Rio’s favelas, or shantytowns, in the 1990s and is
associated with social protest as well as violence, sexuality, and misogyny (Yúdice
2003; Filho and Herschmann 2011).
8. Pires interview.
9. Raquel Potí, interview with author, Rio de Janeiro, January 19, 2016.
10. Tomás Ramos and Chico Oliveira, interview with author, Rio de Janeiro,
November 13, 2014.
11. Neoliberalism has been theorized as the global hegemonic governmentality in which political, economic, and cultural policies are motivated primarily by
private profit, eroding human rights and local and national state power (Harvey
2005). Michel Foucault ([1977] 1995) has used the term governmentality to refer to
the “arts of governing” and the ways power is established through practices and
institutional disciplines that internalize social control. Nicholas Rose (1999) and
others have used governmentality to theorize the arts of governing under regimes
of neoliberalism, pointing to how neoliberal governmentality produces “enterprising selves” that seek to maximize their own capital. Jocelyne Guilbault (2007) has
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shown how neoliberalism has created a new disciplinary political and economic
regime for carnival musicians in Trinidad.
12. FIFA and the IOC organize the World Cup and Olympics, respectively.
They have been criticized for asserting political control in host countries by demanding various regulations and restructuring for the events.
13. Ramos and Oliveira interview.
14. Ramos and Oliveira interview.
15. Occupy Wall Street, a movement to combat economic inequality in the
wake of the 2008 financial crisis, emerged in New York City in the fall of 2011 and
spread around the world.
16. Adler interview.
17. Miguel Maron, interview with author, Rio de Janeiro, December 20, 2014.
18. Gabriel Fromm, Rio de Janeiro, interview with author, January 8, 2015.
19. Fromm interview.
20. Ramos and Oliveira interview.
21. Fromm interview.
22. Mathias Mafort, interview with author, Rio de Janeiro, June 9, 2015.
23. Ramos and Oliveira interview.
24. Ramos and Oliveira interview.
25. Ramos and Oliveira interview.
26. Ramos and Oliveira interview. Video of Bloco do Nada playing “Carinhoso”
and other songs and chants at a protest: “Nada deve parecer impossível,” posted by
Marcelino Fernandes, 2:06, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c9fqY5JooQM&li
st=PL6SaRKto7UfYWW0POSPGGYfaPc7Dvt7zx&index=32.
27. Maron interview.
28. The black bloc is an internationally known tactic of dressing all in black to
cover one’s identity while engaging in direct action. Protestors who use this tactic
are often portrayed as primarily middle class and white.
29. “Bella Ciao” is an Italian partisan song of uncertain origin that is most associated with the leftist Italian Resistance against fascism during World War II.
The song spread across the world as an anthem of leftist resistance internationally
following the war (Bagini 2014).
30. Gustavo Machado, interview with author, Rio de Janeiro, December 19,
2014.
31. Video of incident available at “Ao som de Siderais, ato lembra a Batalha da
Educação no Rio em outubro de 2013,” posted by Jornal a Nova Democracia, 4:26,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cF6wwDEbQeU&list=PL6SaRKto7UfYWW0
POSPGGYfaPc7Dvt7zx&index=33.
32. Guy Fawkes, who planned the failed Gunpowder Plot of 1605 against British Parliament, is a memorialized figure of revolutionary action. The iconic Guy
Fawkes mask became an internationally recognized anticapitalist symbol of the
Occupy Movement and is a common carnival costume in the streets of Rio.
33. Ramos and Oliveira interview.
34. Adler interview.
35. André Ramos, interview with author, Rio de Janeiro, January 9, 2015.
36. Daniel Paiva, interview with author, Rio de Janeiro, October 28, 2014.
37. Tim Malik, interview with author, Rio de Janeiro, June 12, 2015.
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38. Malik interview.
39. Pires interview.
40. Ramos and Oliveira interview.
41. Ramos and Oliveira interview.
42. T he jazz funeral tradition in New Orleans involves brass bands playing
“jazz versions” of dirges and celebratory Christian hymns during and after a casket is carried to the graveyard by mourners.
43. T he HONK! Rio Festival de Fanfarras Ativistas was spawned by the 2013
visit of Os Siderais to the HONK! Festival of Activist Street Bands in Boston, which
has inspired similar festivals throughout the United States and the world.
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